The Einhell multifunctional tool TC-MG 220/1 E enables sanding, scraping or sawing jobs to be performed with just a single tool. Accessories are changed with ease thanks to the magnetic tool fixation with universal screw. The multifunctional tool is equipped with a four-pin tool chuck. The powerful 220 W motor as well as the speed electronics enable material and application suitable working. Safe and pleasant working enables the soft grip. The scope of delivery includes a delta grinding/sanding plate, one sheet of abrasive paper (P60), one scraper, one plunge-cut saw blade for wood and plastic, a dust extraction adapter and a hexagon key.

**Features**
- Comfortable accessory change thanks to magnetic tool fixation
- Powerful 220 Watt motor
- Speed electronics for material and application suitable working
- Safe and pleasant working thanks to soft grip
- 4-pin-tool fixation for flexible positioning of equipment
- Incl. triangular grinding/sanding plate
- Incl. 1x grinding/sanding paper (1*P60)
- Incl. scraper
- Incl. plunge-cut saw blade for wood and plastic
- Incl. convenient dust extraction adapter
- Incl. hexagon key

**Technical Data**
- Mains supply 220-240 V | 50-60 Hz
- Power 220 W
- Oscillating speed 22000-44000 min^-1
- Angle of oscillation 3.2 °
- Sandpaper size 93 x 93 x 93 mm

**Logistic Data**
- Product weight 1.33 kg
- Gross weight single packaging 1.65 kg
- Dimensions single packaging 333 x 116 x 96 mm
- Pieces per export carton 9 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton 15 kg
- Dimensions export carton 470 x 370 x 225 mm
- Container quantity (20'/40'/40'HC) 6750 | 11500 | 0
Available as special accessories

Starter-Kit, 6 pcs.
Multifunktionswerkzeug-Zubehör
Item No.: 4465010
Bar Code: 4006825553178
Einhell Grey